Create your Open Course Design

Attributes of Open Pedagogy by Bronwyn Hegarty

1. Participatory Technologies
   *use for interacting via web 2.0, social networks and mobile apps*
2. People, openness trust
   *develop trust, confidence and openness for working together*
3. Innovation & creativity
   *encourage spontaneous innovation and creativity*
4. Sharing ideas & resources
   *share ideas and resources freely to disseminate knowledge*
5. Connected community
   *participate in a connected community of professionals*
6. Learner generated
   *facilitate learners contribution to OER*
7. Reflective Practice
   *engage in opportunities for reflective practice*
8. Peer review
   *contribute to open critique of others’ scholarship*

5 R’s of Open Educational Resources by David Wiley

- Retain
  *make and own a copy*
- Reuse
  *use in a wide range of ways*
- Revise
  *adapt, modify, and improve*
- Remix
  *combine two or more*
- Redistributed
  *share with others*